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XXNo 12.        iiiiiiMay 25, 2011 
XXFighting for public green space in West Dulwichixiixxiix  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Organising  volunteer  workXX 
to  improve  biodiversity.   XX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x 

Left:  On  May  9,  2011,  VinnieXX 
O'Connell  of  New  Leaf and  MartinXX 
Heath  from  the  Friends  met  withXX 
Sarah  Johnson  and  Doug  Gillen  toXX 
plan  work  by  teams  from  OrangeXX 
Rockcorps on June 1 & 2, June 8 & 9XX 
and July 6 & 7. Volunteers will assistXX 
the  New Leaf  project  beside  WestXX 
Dulwich Station and on the LakesideXX 
Walk in Belair Park. Effort will focusXX 
improving  paths  and  clearing  backXX 
small trees invading and shading theXX 
wetland area.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x 
XXAbove: On May 20, Jon Best, Southwark's Ecology Officer, together with Martin Heath, met up withXX 
XXAnna Cormie and Cathy Porrit from Ernst & Young, a financial services company, and gave them aXX 
XXtour of the lake and Lakeside Walk. Ernst & Young permits its staff two paid days a year to carry outXX 
XXcharitable projects. Their volunteers have previously made a major contribution to the creation ofXX 
XXpaths on the Lakeside Walk. Jacob Przeklasa, also present, works for Involve. Based at the ElephantXX 
XXand Castle,  this  organisation helps  to co-ordinate corporate and other volunteers.  On June 24,XX 
XX2011, the Ernst & Young  volunteers will tackle re-coppicing of trees around the lake, to allow inXX 
XXmore light. It is hoped that this work will rescue lake banks built up some years ago to host marginalXX 
XXvegetation. They will also tidy growth along the hedgerow walk on the Park's western edge, besideXX 
XXthe railway embankment. 

The Committee, Friends of Belair Park. friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk  (tel: 020 8670 8924). 
x x x  x x x x x x
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XXAbove: Sunlight through the tree canopy on Lakeside Walk, April 9, 2011.  Images: M. J. Heath. xxxxxx x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX
XXWEATHER REVIEW: This was the driest March-April since 1938, the 6th driest and the 4th sunniest April forXX 
XXa century.  Central  England saw its  highest April  temperatures for 353 years. A strong southwesterlyXX 
XXairflow dominated the first week, with warm, dry weather in the south and east. Dry weather thenXX 
XXaffected the whole UK, with particularly warm and sunny weather from April 16 to 25. In SE EnglandXX 
XX(compared to 1971-200 norm), mean max temperatures were 4.9oC higher and mean min temps 3.9oCXX 
XXhigher. The mean max temp at St. James's Park was 19.8oC. The highest max at a UK standard site (alsoXX 
XXthe highest recorded UK April temperature since 1949) was 27.8°C at Wisley, Surrey, on April 23. RainfallXX 
XXwas just 11% of the norm and sunshine 155 %. Source: Philip Eden, Meteogroup online weather review.xxx  

Lake  and  tree  work:  Meeting  withXX 
Southwark,  May  23,  2011.xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x  x x 
Called  by  Mavernie  Buchanan-Lang  fromXX 
Southwark's  Cleaner  Greener  Safer  team, theXX 
purpose of this meeting, held at the Council'sXX 
showcase offices in Tooley Street,Xnear LondonXX 
Bridge,  was to move forwardsXthe use of  theXX 
£20,000  awarded  by  theXDulwich  CommunityXX 
Council  to  assist  work  for  lakeXimprovement.XX 
Mavernie being unable toXattend, the meetingXX 
was  hosted  byXAndrea  Allen,  Senior  ProjectXX 
Manager for CGS.xxXX 

With volunteers ruled out for health andXsafetyXX 
reasons,  the  removal  of  leaf  detritusXby  theXX 
bridge  would  have  to  be  carried  outXbyXX 
specialists  using  a  mechanical  digger.  ItXwasXX 
thought  that  this  would  use  most  of  theXX 
£20,000,  and  an  estimate  would  be  sought.XX 
Work  might  begin  in  June  or  July  andXX 
wouldXlast about a week. Long-term solutionsXX 
toXX the piling up of detritus remained to beXX 
investigated.  These  might  well  include  re-XX 
designing  the  bridge.  Meanwhile,  volunteerXX 
labour  would  re-coppice  the  lake  side  andXX 
remove smallXtrees invading the wetlandXarea,XX 
at no cost to the Council. Neither re-coppicingXX 
nor dredging would disturb birds or bats.  TheXX 
need   forXXwork  on  large  trees  would  beXX 
evident  after  aXprofessional  report.  WildlifeXX 
surveys would then be commissioned.  X  x x x x 
xXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Clockwise  from head  of  table:  Andrea  Allen,  PaulXX 
Highman  (Dulwich  Area  Parks  Manager),  VinnieXX 
O'Connell  (New  Leaf),  Jon  Best  (Ecology  Officer),XX 
Angela  Wilkes  and  Sigrid  Collins  (Dulwich  SocietyXX 
Wildlife  Sub-Committee).  Martin  Heath  (Chair,XX 
Friends  of  Belair  Park),  is  behind  the  camera. X  x 
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